EXCEPTIONAL
RANGE
You will find in our Exceptional Range our high-end barrels,
recommended on your wines with great potential. Discover our special
barrels: the famous Video®, our barrel with extra tight grains, Alto, its little
brother that has joined the permanent range recently, and Hexagone, a
barrel that highlights our French forests. The quality of Rousseau’s barrels,
with a little something extra!

ALTO

The Video® little brother, initially
launched in 2015 in limited edition
under the name " 60 ", to celebrate
the 60th anniversary of the cooperage.
Largely appreciated on our French
and export markets, we have decided
to integrate it in our Exceptional
Range, renaming it Alto. Just like
Video®, Alto is made with extra-tight
grains. Recommended for structured
wines, it will reveal the typicity and
character of your grapes.

Red grape varieties
Structure, authenticity, length
Ageing periods: 11 months and more
Available in 225, 228 and 300 L only

IN BRIEF

> For wine with high potential, high-end segment
> Long ageing periods (11 months & more)

HEXAGONE
COLLECTION

AVAILABLE REFERENCES
225 L, 228 L, 300 L (Video® and Alto) and 228 L (Hexagone Collection)

VIDEO®
A tribute barrel to the 11 Best
Craftsmen of France trained by the
cooperage! Hand-picked extra-tight
grain, a gold foil laid by hand on the
top head, Video represents our vision
of cooperage: high-end, elegant,
precise.

White and red grape varieties
Butter and vanilla aromas, round and smooth
Ageing periods: 11 months and more
Available in 225, 228 and 300 L only
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With the Hexagone Collection,
we want to take you on a journey
to make you discover the most
prestigious forests in France.
Each year, we’ll introduce a new
barrel from a new forest, a barrel
numbered and in limited edition,
so you can introduce an innovating
and original product into your winery.
A new prestigious receptable that will
bring to light the French forests,
and your wine! Due to the scarcity
of the oaks chosen, the Hexagone
barrels are only available in 228 L.
Please get in touch with your usual
sales rep who will tell you about
the current / next barrel available.

Collectible barrels
228 L, exceptional and numbered barrels
A new forest every year

Our Tour de France of the French
forests starts in 2018, are you ready
to come onboard?
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EXCEPTIONAL
RANGE

> Extra-tight grains or exceptional oaks (Hexagone Collection)

